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 Can the mind ever be free of the word?
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This morning I would like, if I may, to talk about something which may be rather abstruse.

Most of us are slaves to words, and words have become extraordinarily important. Words are necessary as a

means to communicate, but for most of us the word is the mind, and we are enslaved by words. Until we understand

this deep question of verbalization, and the importance of the word, and how slavish we are to words, we shall go on

thinking mechanically, like computers. The computer is the word and the problem. Without the problem and the word,

there would be no computer; it would have no value. For the majority of human beings too, the word and the problem

are tremendously significant, so we should go into this question of words.

I do not know if we are aware of how bound we are to the word, to the symbol, to the idea. We never question the

importance or the significance of the word. When I use the term word, I mean the symbol, the process of naming, with

its extraordinary depth or shallowness, whereby we think we have understood the whole significance of life. I do not

think that each one of us realizes to what an extent the mind, our whole being, depends on the word, the symbol, the

name, the term; and it seems to me that as long as we are slaves to words and remain at that level, all our activity, both

physical and psychological, is bound to be superficial.

There is a great deal of discussion nowadays concerning the philosophy of words, and the building up of a structure,

a system of words. I think we should be aware of this question and observe how deeply or superficially it plays a part

in our life, and we should inquire to find out whether the mind can ever be free of the word.

Now, I want to go into this matter because it seems to me that the word is the past; it is not the active present. In a

world of such violence, of such hatred and brutality as the present one, a word like compassion has very little meaning.

We are all aware of what is going on in the world: the competition, the ambitions and frustrations, the extraordinary

brutality, hatred, and violence arising from the conflict between political parties, the right against the left and the left

against the right. Certain words are twisted to fit expediency and have lost all their meaning. There is violence in all of

us, conscious or unconscious. There is aggressiveness, the desire to be or to become something, the urge to express

oneself at any cost, to fulfill oneself sexually, in relationship, in writing, in painting - which are all forms of violence.

I do not know how deeply each one of us is aware of all this without being told. There is an extraordinary amount

of cruelty in a world where a small group of people takes complete charge of millions of others and directs their lives

through tyranny, as is going on in the East and in Russia. And I wonder to what depth we are aware of our own cruelty,

our own aggressive ambitions, our urge to fulfill ourselves at any cost, so that a word like compassion has very little

meaning?

As I was saying the other day, unless there is a complete change, a total mutation in the whole consciousness of

the individual, any society built on acquisitive drives and aggression is bound to become more and more cruel, more

and more tyrannical, more and more given over to materialistic values - which means that the mind will become

constantly more slavish to those values. I do not know if you are aware of all this. Probably most of you read the

newspaper every day, and unfortunately you get used to it - used to reading about the cruelties, the murders, the

brutalities. Reading it all every day dulls the mind, and so one gets accustomed to these things. So I would like this

morning to discuss or talk over with you the question of how to break through the layers of this ugly, stupid, environmental

conditioning that has made the mind a slave to words, and also a slave to the social structure in which we live.

To Be Human, Saanen, 1963, Talk 4
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So as our relationship is a perpetual conflict, the ending

of that is the enquiry, the absolute immediate urgent

change. Otherwise we are going to destroy each other.

And we also should... he and I, the speaker, are saying to

each other that we should talk about goodness. That word

is old-fashioned, one hardly uses that word nowadays.

The word 'goodness' means together; to bring together

many things; to bring together many facets of our life so

that all the broken parts, fragmented as we are, are put

together, made whole, made harmonious; and from that

goodness act. That's the meaning of that word, goodness

- to live a life in which there is no fragmentation in

ourselves. And a brain that's pursuing fulfilment is

fragmented always. So goodness, equality, justice and

freedom.

Freedom - the word 'freedom' means love. Freedom

is not from a prison; that's only a reaction. Freedom from

pain - we are not talking of physical pain, but psychological

pain, freedom from it is an entrapment into another

bondage. Freedom is not from something but freedom is

in itself. If there is psychological hurt - and most of us are

hurt from childhood - and that hurt is creating great pain

and great misery to oneself and to others, mere freedom

from hurt is not actual freedom. Therefore freedom implies

a sense of goodness that is whole; a holistic - if I can see

that scientific word - a holistic way of living, not one

fragment seeking freedom and the other fragments in

We use words to measure the immeasurable

bondage. There can be only freedom when there is this

gathering together of all the fragments and living a life that

is whole. The word 'whole' means healthy, physically; the

word 'whole' means sanity, rational, and the word also

means holy, h-o-l-y. And goodness implies all that…

…So man, in spite of all the churches and temples

and mosques, has always sought something beyond. And

that which is beyond is not to be described or put into

words; but a man who discovers it, sees something beyond.

His friend says let's get it organised so we can spread it to

all the people. So organisations, religious organisations,

kill truth. I hope my friend sees the fact. So we are asking:

in spite of all the religions and their nonsense, meaningless

words and rituals, with their dogmas, and superstitions -

it's really a network of superstitions - whether in spite of all

that, what is religion?

The word religion has no etymological meaning. They

haven't been able to discover the origin of that word. But

generally it's ascribed as 'attention'. To be attentive, to

diligently work, think, act, live, behave. …

…Now the enquiry into this is meditation. The word

'meditation' means 'to ponder over'. To think over, to

observe exactly things as they are, not try to escape from

'what is', but to understand, not verbally or intellectually, to

delve deeply into 'what is'. So the word meditation means

not only to observe, ponder over, but also it means both in
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Life means relationships. One cannot live in isolation. In relationship there is always give and take -consciously
or unconsciously. Giving is not only material but a large part of that exchange involves ideas, ideals, and
concepts which are expressed in words. Our psychological being mainly comprises of influences which we
have gathered over many centuries and which are made up of words.

A fundamental confusion arises here. When a word points to an actual thing, then we can actually see
what it expresses. For example, the word 'chair'; we can actually show the chair. We try to show the actual
things while teaching words to the children. But as we go on, we come to know many things which do not
have a pointer and those are accepted as real things. At times they hold an extraordinary place in our conceptual
world. We live our daily life according to the word without verifying what the word actually points to, whether
the word has a referent. For example, there are all these various things in our conceptual world - religion,
country, morality, prestige, great tradition and so on. We live in that world and we are not aware that we
dedicate our whole life to some idea, illusion or seek security in it. They result in a few positive and a few
negative outcomes. For example, many art forms, poems etc. are created in the name of religion, constructive
social work is carried out, intellect, creativity is awakened, a new culture comes into being; or then there is
bloodshed, terrorism, wars and extreme brutality. We are not even aware that religion is a thought, a word
which does not have a pointer. Krishnamurti says, 'The mind that is slave to words cannot see the fact'. It is
very important to understand this truth, because the very ignorance about this has resulted in the countless
difficulties that man has had to face at many levels.

Krishnamurti and many other philosophers before him have said that 'The word is not the thing'. The
paper does not become wet by repeatedly writing the word 'water' on it!

After all, all this reading and writing are just words for us. If one wants to understand truth, it is necessary
to realize the limitations of word and directly perceive truth.
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Sanskrit and in Latin, and so on, to measure. As long as

there is measurement, psychologically... technologically,

from Greeks and from the ancient Hindus and so on,

measurement has been necessary. Otherwise you couldn't

build a temple; you couldn't bring about the whole world of

technology. Measurement is necessary. But measurement

psychologically is comparison; to compare 'what is' to 'what

should be'. To compare what I was yesterday with what I

will be tomorrow. You understand? The whole process of

comparison. Where there is comparison, there must be

measurement - I am dull, but you are clever; you are

beautiful, I am not. There is this constant comparison in

us between the ideal and the fact; the fact of violence and

the ideal of not being violent, that is comparison. In

meditation, that comparison must totally end….

…The speaker generally puts religion and meditation

at the end of the talks because for a very simple reason:

you cannot possibly find out that which is sacred, if there

is such thing as sacred, or what meditation means, unless

you have established firmly what is right relationship in

which there is no conflict but learning, where there is no

fear psychologically. We went into this, and the

understanding of desire and pleasure; and the ending of

sorrow. Unless that is well-established like a great

foundation, it is meaningless to meditate. You may repeat

endlessly various words, whether they be Sanskrit or your

own words; whether you repeat the Indian word 'mantra' -

lots of people have made money on that. One of these

chief business-givers of mantras is a multimillionaire. The

word, as we explained, 'mantra' means, to ponder over

not becoming psychologically. And also it means to put

away altogether self-centred activity. That's the real root

meaning of that word, which is a marvellous word, but

look what they have made of it. So what is religion and if

there is anything sacred at all or there is no such thing as

sacred, just nothing. Or there is something, but to find out

or to come upon it or for it to exist, meditation is

necessary….

…One can listen to all this endlessly, but if you don't

do this, what is the point of your listening? If you actually

are not aware of yourself, of your words, your gestures,

your walk, the way you eat, why you drink and smoke and

all the rest of the things human beings are doing - if you

are not aware physically of all that, how can one be aware

at depth profoundly of what's going on. If you are not

aware... if one's not aware, then one becomes so shoddy,

middle-class, mediocre. The word 'mediocre' means, the

root meaning of that word means 'going halfway up the

hill', going halfway up the mountain, never reaching the

top of it. That's mediocrity. That is, never demanding of

ourselves excellence, demanding of ourselves total

goodness, demanding of ourselves complete freedom - not

to do what you like, that is not freedom, that is triviality; but

to be free from all pain of anxieties, loneliness, despair, and

all the rest of it.

So to find out or to come upon or for that to exist there

must be great space and silence. Not contrived silence,

not thought saying I must be silent. Silence is something

extraordinary, it's not the silence between two noises.

Peace is not between two wars. Silence is something which

comes naturally when you are watching; when you are

watching without motive, without any kind of demand; just

to watch, and see the beauty of a single star in the sky, or

to watch a single tree in a field, or to watch your wife or

husband, or whatever you watch. To watch with a great

silence and space. Then in that watching, in that alertness,

then there is something which is beyond words, beyond

all measure.

We use words to measure the immeasurable. So one
must be aware also of the network of words, how words
cheat us; how  words mean so much - a Communist, to a
capitalist, means something terrible; socialist, or some
stranger. You follow? Words become extraordinarily
important. But to be aware of those words and to weigh
the words, to weigh, to live with the word 'silence', knowing
that the word is not silence, but to live with that word and
see the weight of that word, the content of the word, the
beauty of that word. So one begins to realise, when thought
is quietly watching, there is something beyond all
imagination, doubt, seeking, and there is such a thing - at
least for the speaker. But what the speaker says has no
validity to another. Unless you listen, learn, watch, be totally
free from all the anxieties of life, then only there is a religion
which brings about a new, totally different culture. We are
not cultured people at all. You may be very clever in
business, you may be extraordinarily capable
technologically or be a doctor, professor; but we are still
very limited. The ending of the self, the 'me', to be nothing.
The word 'nothing' means 'not a thing'. Not a thing created
by thought. In Latin 'res' means 'thing'. And thing is that
which is created by thought. To be nothing; having no image
of yourself. And we have a great many images of ourselves.
To have no image of any kind, no illusion, to be absolutely
nothing. The tree is nothing to itself. It exists. And in its
very existence it is the most beautiful thing, like those hills
- they exist. They don't become something, because they

can't. Like a seed of an oak, of an apple tree; it is apple; it

doesn't try to become the pear, or another fruit - it is. So

when there is nothing, there is. You understand? This is

meditation. This is the ending of the search and truth is.

On Nature and the Environment,

Ojai, 1963, Talk 4
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The greatest art is the art of living, greater than all things
that human beings have created, by mind or hand, greater
than all the scriptures and their gods. It is only through
this art of living that a new culture can come into being. It
is the responsibility of every teacher, especially in these
schools, to bring this about. This art of living can come
only out of total freedom.

This freedom is not an ideal, a thing to take place
eventually. The first step in freedom is the last step in it. It
is the first step that counts, not the last step. What you do
now is far more essential than what you do at some future
date. Life is what is happening this instant, not an imagined
instant, not what thought has conceived. So it is the first
step you take now that is important. If that step is in the
right direction, then the whole of life is open to you. The
right direction is not towards an ideal, a predetermined
end. It is inseparable from that which is taking place now.
This is not a philosophy, a series of theories. It is exactly
what the word philosophy means - the love of truth, the
love of life. It is not something that you go to the university
to learn. We are learning about the art of living in our daily
life.

We live by words and words become our prison. The
words are necessary to communicate but the word is never
the thing. The actual is not the word but the word becomes
all-important when it has taken the place of that which is.
You may observe this phenomenon when the description
has become the reality instead of the thing itself - the
symbol we worship, the shadow we follow, the illusion we
cling to. And so words, the language, shape our reactions.
Language becomes the compelling force and our minds
are shaped and controlled by the word. The word nation,
state, God, family and so on envelop us with all their
associations and so our minds become slaves to the
pressure of words.

Questioner: How is this to be avoided?

Krishnamurti: The word is never the thing. The word
wife is never the person, the door is never the thing. The
word prevents the actual perception of the thing or person
because the word has many associations. These
associations, which are actually remembrances, distort
not only visual observation but psychological. Words then
become a barrier to the free flow of observation. Take the
words Prime Minister and clerk. They describe functions
but the words Prime Minister have tremendous significance
of power, status and importance whereas the word clerk
has associations of unimportance, little status and no power.
So the word prevents you from looking at both of them as
human beings. There is ingrained snobbery in most of us,
and to see what words have done to our thinking and to

be choicelessly aware of it, is to learn the art of observation
- to observe without association.

Q: I understand what you say but again the speed of
association is so instantaneous that the reaction takes
place before one realizes it. Is it possible to prevent this?

K: Is this not a wrong question? Who is to prevent it?
Is it another symbol, another word, another idea? If it is,
then one has not seen the whole significance of the
enslavement of the mind by words, language. You see,
we use words emotionally; it is a form of emotional
thinking, apart from the use of technological words such
as metres, numbers, which are precise. In human
relationship and activity, emotions play a great part. Desire
is very strong, sustained by thought creating the image.
The image is the word, is the picture, and this follows our
pleasure, our desire. So the whole way of our life is shaped
by the word and its associations. To see this entire process
as a whole is to see the truth of how thought prevents
perception.

Q: Are you saying that there is no thinking without
words?

K: Yes, more or less. Please bear in mind that we are
talking about the art of living, learning about it, not
memorizing the words. We are learning; not we teaching
and you becoming a silly disciple. You are asking if there is
thinking without words. This is a very important question.
Our whole thinking is based on memory, and memory is
based on words, images, symbols, pictures. All these are
words.

Q: But what one remembers is not a word; it is an
experience, an emotional event, a picture of a person or
a place. The word is a secondary association.

K: We are using the word to describe all this. After all,
the word is a symbol to indicate that which has happened
or is happening, to communicate or to evoke something.
Is there a thinking without this whole process? Yes, there
is, but it should not be called thinking. Thinking implies a
continuation of memory but perception is not the activity
of thought. It is really insight into the whole nature and
movement of the word, the symbol, the image and their
emotional involvements. To see this as a whole is to give
the word its right place.

Q: But what does it mean to see the whole? You say
this often. What do you mean by it?

K: Thought is divisive because in itself it is limited.
To observe wholly implies the non-interference of
thought - to observe without the past as knowledge
blocking the observation. Then the observer is not, for
the observer is the past, the very nature of thought.

The word prevents actual perception

XZ
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Q: Are you asking us to stop thought?

K: Again, if we may point out, that is a wrong question.
If thought tells itself to stop thinking, it creates duality and
conflict. This is the very divisive process of thought. If you
really grasp the truth of this, then naturally thought is in
abeyance. Thought then has its own limited place. Thought
then will not take over the whole expanse of life, which it is
doing now.

Q: Sir, I see what extraordinary attention is needed.

Can I really have that attention, am I serious enough to
give my whole energy to this?

K: Can energy be divided at all? The energy
expended in earning a livelihood, in having a family, and
in being serious enough to grasp what is being said is all
energy. But thought divides it and so we expend much
energy on living and very little on the other. This is the
art in which there is no division. This is the whole of life.

The Whole Movement of Life is Learning, Ch. 24

Krishnamurti Foundation India
Rajghat Education Centre Varanasi – 221 001, U.P.

Applications are invited for the following senior positions likely
to fall vacant in the near future in this centre :

1. Principal, Rajghat Besant School
We are interested in locating an experienced individual with a
deep commitment to the educational vision of J. Krishnamurti,
having at least 10 years' of teaching experience in a school/
college. He/She will be responsible for creating a co-operative
educational environment free from fear, hierarchy and
competition so as to provide opportunity for holistic development
of every child in this residential school with nearly 350 students
and 50 teachers. The school is located in a large beautiful
campus on the banks of the Ganga and Varuna rivers on the
outskirts of Varanasi and is affiliated to the C.B.S.E. For details
please visit our website at www.j-krishnamurti.org
Applicants must have a Master's degree with at least ten years
teaching experience and be between 35 and 55 years of age.
Salary is negotiable. Free family accommodation on the campus
with free meals and free education of children in the school is
provided.

Krishnamurti Study Centre, Sahyadri(KFI) - Study Retreats :
18-24 October, 2010 Meditation is the flame burning intensely 10-14 November, 2010  What is a Religious Life?

without leaving any ashes (Marathi Workshop)

10-16 December, 2010 The crisis in human consciousness : 5-9 January, 2011 The Way of love is not be found

Learning about consciousness through the intellect

Contact: Krishnamurti Study Centre Sahyadri, Post - Tiwai Hills, Taluka - Khed(Rajgurunagar), Dist- Pune, Pin - 410 513, Maharashtra.

Tel: (02135) 288772, 288348, 203475 • Email - kscskfi@gmail.com • Website: http://www.kscskfi.com

Krishnamurti Foundation India, Vasanta Vihar, Chennai - Study Retreats:
22-24 October, 19-21 November, 17-19 December, 2010. Email: thestudykfi@yahoo.com

Krishnamurti Study Centre, Bangalore (KFI) - Study Retreats:
11-14 November, 2010 'What is a Religious Mind?'  9-12 December, 2010 'The Art of Meditation'

25-31 December, 2010 Gathering for the Young : 'Exploring  a Wholly Different Way of Living'

Contact : The Study, Vally School Campus, 17 k.m. Kanakpura Road, Thatguni Post, Bangalore-560062.

Tel: 080 - 28435243 • Email: kfistudy@gmail.com • Website: www.kfistudy.org

Anand Vihar, Krishnamurti Study Centre, Badlapur: Anand Vihar, J. Krishnamurti Self-Education Society, Jambhilghar, Near Rahatoli Village,

Badpaur(West), Taluka -Thane, Pin- 421 503, Maharashtra. Tel: 94206 07428, (022) 25153094, 24223199 • Email: zilog@vsnl.com

2. Director, Rural Centre
The Rural Centre consists of a village school upto class 8
with about 200 children and 15 members of staff, a primary
health centre called Sanjivan Hospital, a dairy with 60 cows,
a women's empowerment unit and  about 100 acres of
agricultural farms, all meant to provide education/health care/
vocational training etc. for poor villagers in the neighbourhood.
For details please visit our website at www.j-krishnamurti.org
and www.kfirural.org
Applicants must have experience of social work with strong
motivation to guide and develop the activities of the Rural
Centre. Expertise in any one of the fields of Agriculture/Dairy/
Health Care or Education is desirable. There is no age limit
and salary is negotiable. Free campus accommodation with
free meals and free education of children is available.
For both posts applications on plain paper giving name, age,
address, qualifications and work-experience, along with a
statement of broad aims and objectives in life should reach
Shri S. Chidananda, Director, Rajghat Education Centre,
Krishnamurti Foundation India, Rajghat Fort, Varanasi – 221
001, U.P. on or before 31 December, 2010. Email:
chidananda9@yahoo.com

‘Naimisam’, The  Retreat Centre on the outskirts  of
Hyderabad  requires a Manager to look after the 25 acre
campus with a library and study cottages  facility. Also
required are a Librarian and a Study Centre Incharge
interested in Krishnamurti’s teachings.

Those interested may kindly write to:

J. K. Centre, Dwarkapuri colony, Punjagutta, Hyderabad.
Tel : 040- 23357889

A few friends have come together to start a centre at Thane,
a suburb of Mumbai, for those who are interested in exploring
Krishnamurti's teachings. A library of Marathi and English
books and DVDs is maintained here.

Contact: J. Krishnamurti Self Study Centre,
'Safalya', 24/26, MHDA plot, Opp. TMC School,

S. V. Nagar, Pokhran Rd. No. 2, Vasanta Vihar, Thane.
Contact person: Mr. Vijaykumar, Mobile: 92232 72856
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The words are important because they convey a certain
meaning, but if words drive us, if words force us into certain
conclusions, certain actions, then language, words control
us, shape us, force us. That again is very clear, isn't it?
Either language uses us, or we use language. But most of
us are driven by language. Use the word 'Communist' and
you have all kinds of fearful ideas, not that the Communists
are not fearful. And if you say 'I am British', immediately
certain reactions arise. So words, language drive us, shape
us, shape our thinking, our behaviour, our action. In realising
that, the slavery to language, but if we know how to use
language, the exact meaning of words, the content and the
significance of the depth of the word, then we are using
language unemotionally, unsentimentally, not identified with
a particular word, then we can communicate with each
other directly and very simply. If I stick to the word 'Hindu'
or an 'Indian', and that word shapes my thinking, my
prejudices, all that nonsense, then the word 'Indian' or
'Hindu' forces me to act in a certain way. But whereas if I am
free of that word 'Hindu' with all its national, limited,
superstitious significance, then I am free to understand the
human being who is behind the word. Right? Are we meeting
each other? At least I hope so.

Brockwood Park, 1978, Talk 1

So if you see time is thought, time is movement, movement

from yesterday, today, tomorrow. And also thought is a

movement, movement based on past memories, past

experiences, past knowledge - knowledge is always the

past. So thought is basically responsible for fear. You

understand? Now is the word 'fear', fear? You understand?

Is the word 'fear', actual fear? Or the word is not that thing.

Are you getting all too tired? You understand my question?

Is the word different from the thing? Or is the word creating

that thing, fear? Then the word is driving you and the word

is creating the fear. Or is there fear independent of the

word? Which is, the word is not the thing. Right? You

understand? So have you separated the word from the

thing? You understand? The tent, the marquee, the word,

is not that. Right? So when you look at it, can you separate

the word from the thing? You understand my question? So

have you separated the word from the reaction, which you

call fear? So which means, are you aware that you are

caught in the network of words? And therefore the words

are driving you. So can you look at the thing without the

word which means look at that thing without naming it,

which becomes the word. I wonder if you understand all

this! Look, this requires great alertness, great awareness,

of your observation. It isn't just accepting,

'Yes, I can separate the word, this and that' - play

around. But actually to see that you are caught, your

observation is through a word, and therefore the word

becomes all important. So in realising that you say, all right,

I will separate the word, put it away, let me look at the thing

itself - not with the word interfering with it, the word with all

its connotations, its contents. Let me look at that thing.

Brockwood Park, 1978, Talk 1

Can you separate the word

from the thing?

The word creates

the limitation, the boundary

The word creates the limitation, the boundary. And a mind

that is not functioning in words has no limitation; it has no

frontiers; it is not bound. Look, sirs! Take the word love

and see what it awakens in you, watch yourself; the

moment I mention that word, you are beginning to smile,

and you sit up, you feel. So the word love awakens all

kinds of ideas, all kinds of divisions such as carnal, spiritual,

profane, infinite, and all the rest of it. But find out what love

is. Surely, sir, to find out what love is the mind must be free

of that word and the significance of that word.

Mumbai, 1963, Talk 6

Words have never brought

any radical change in man

Please, as we said the other day, and at all the talks here,
do not merely listen to a series of words - words have no
meaning in themselves, words have never brought about
any radical change in man; you can pile up words, make a
garland of them, as most of us do, and live on words, but
they are ashes, they do not bring beauty into life; words do
not bring love, and if you are merely listening this evening
to a series of ideas or words, then I am afraid you will go
empty handed. But if you would listen, not only to the
speaker, but to your own thoughts, listen to the way of
your life, listen to what is being said not as something
outside of you, but which is actually taking place within
you, then you would see the reality - or the falseness - of
what is being said. One has to see what is true and what is
false for oneself, not through somebody else. And to find
that out you have to listen, you have to give care, affection,
attention, which means to be very serious; and life demands
that we be serious, because it is only for the mind that is
very serious that there is life - there is an abundance of life.
But there is not to the curious, not to the intellectual, not to
the emotionalist, not to the sentimentalist.

Amsterdam, 1968, Talk 5
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A possibility of communicating

with each other

One of our great difficulties in communicating with each
other is to understand the content, the intention of the words
we employ, is it not? The depth of our words depends,
surely, on the way we think, feel, and act. If we speak the
word superficially, or if the word is merely an abstraction, it
has very little significance; whereas, if the word is not
merely an abstraction but has a referent which we both
understand, a referent which we have established together
with balance, with sanity, with clarity, then there is a
possibility of communicating with each other, and a meeting
of this kind will be useful. But the difficulty generally is that
you have a certain referent while I have quite another, or I
may be speaking merely abstractly and have no referent
at all; therefore, communication, a deep exchange of
thought between us, becomes almost impossible. So it
seems to me very important, in a meeting of this kind, to
communicate on the same level, at the same time; and
such communication can take place only when we both
understand the full content of the words we use.
Understanding, surely, is instantaneous; it is not tomorrow,
or after you have heard the talk.

To understand each other, I think it is necessary that
we should not be caught in words; because, a word like
God, for example, may have a particular meaning for you,
while for me it may represent a totally different formulation,
or no formulation at all. So it is almost impossible to
communicate with each other unless both of us have the
intention of understanding and going beyond mere words.
The word freedom generally implies being free from
something, does it not? It ordinarily means being free
from greed, from envy, from nationalism, from anger,
from this or that. Whereas, freedom may have quite
another meaning, which is a sense of being free, not
from anything, but the realization of the fact of being
free; and I think it is very important to understand this
meaning.

Mumbai, 1956, talk 3

First, the fact is that you are lonely; the fact is that your
mind is completely distorted by society; the fact is that you
are trying to escape from the reality of what you are - which
is absolutely nothing. You are absolutely nothing - which does
not mean despair, disgust; but that is a fact. Now, to observe
the fact means denial, as I have pointed out, without
comparison, judgment, evaluation. But also, to look at a fact
demands the understanding of the word. You understand?

The word anger, the word God, the word communist,
the word, congress, the word India - we are slaves to these
words.  And a mind that is a slave to a word cannot see
the fact. When we think of India, we get emotionally stirred
up - the ancient land and all the rest of it - and that prevents
you from looking. To deny all the past and see the fact -
that you cannot do because of the word, because of the
meaning which the word India gives you, an extraordinary
sense of emotional gratification, with which - the word,
not the reality - you have identified yourself. What is the
reality that is not related to the word? In the same way,
how do you look at anger? The word anger in itself is
condemnatory. Is it not? As the word anger is in itself
condemnatory, how is one to be free from the word and
look at what is called anger?

So, you begin to discover for yourself how extraordinarily
slavish thought is to a word. And you will find, if you will go
into it very deeply, that there is no thought without a word.
And you will find, if you go still deeper, that where there is
a thinker and a thought, there is a contradiction, and every
form of experience only divides and strengthens the thinker
and the thought as a separate process. So, it is only when
this whole process, which I have explained from the
beginning until now, is understood, examined, watched, that
the mind comes out of this social, environmental, verbal
structure as an uncorrupted, clear, sane, rational mind. It is
only then that the mind is no longer influenced; it is
completely empty. It is only such a mind that can go beyond
time, and beyond all space. It is only then the immeasurable,
the unknowable, can come into being.

Mumbai, 1962, Talk 3

What is the reality that is

not related to the word?

An Appeal to the readers

Krishnamurti pointed out how all of us are responsible for the
problems faced by humanity and so how the onus of bringing
about a change is also on us. For over sixty years Krishnamurti
urged his listeners to examine the workings of their own minds
and asked enduring questions about the source of all problems,
the nature of the human mind and the significance of Life itself.
The newsletters - Antarlahari in Marathi and Antarmel in
Gujarati - were started as a modest endeavour to make
Krishnamurti's teachings available to the regional reader. We
would like to continue with our practice of sending the
newsletters free of cost. So far, a few well-wishers have
extended financial help for this project. We would welcome
your generous support as well.
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  When there is no comparison

             there is integrity

When there is no comparison there is
integrity. It is not that you are true to
yourself, which is a form of
measurement, but when there is no
measurement at all there is this quality
of wholeness. The essence of the ego,
the me, is measurement. When there is
measurement there is fragmentation.
This must be profoundly understood not
as an idea but as an actuality. When you
read this statement you may make an
abstraction of it as an idea, a concept,
and the abstraction is another form of
measurement. That which is has no
measurement. Please give your heart to
the understanding of this. When you
have grasped the full significance of this,
your relationship with the student and
with your own family will become
something quite different. If you ask if
that difference will be better, then you
are caught in the wheel of measurement.
Then you are lost. You will find the
difference when you actually test this
out. The very word difference implies
measurement but we are using the word
non-comparatively. Almost every word
we use has this feeling of measurement
so the words affect our reactions and
reactions deepen the sense of
comparison. The word and the reaction
are interrelated and the art lies in not
being conditioned by the word, which
means that language does not shape us.
Use the word without the psychological
reactions to it.

The Whole Movement of Life

is Learning, Ch. 18
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Krishnamurti Foundation India is
engaged in dissemination of J.
Krishnamurti's teachings. Schools and
Study Centres have been established by
the Foundation in Rishi Valley, Chennai,
Bangalore, Mumbai, Varanasi and
Sahyadri. Many of the centres also have
Rural education Centres.

Krishnamurti Foundation India-
Headquarters:
Krishnamurti Foundation India, Vasanta Vihar,
124, Greenways Rd., Chennai - 600 028.
Tel. : (044) 24937803/7596.
Email : kfihq@md2.vsnl.net.in
Website : www.kfionline.org

The Mumbai Centre of KFI is located at
Malabar Hill. The entire range of
Krishnamurti's published talks, writings,
dialogues and discussions in the form of
books, audio CDs, Video CDs and DVDs
are available at the Centre.
Contact: Krishnamurti Foundation India,
Bombay Executive Committee
Himmat Niwas, 31, Dongersey Rd.,
Malabar Hill, Mumbai - 400 006.
Tel: (022) 23633856
Email: kfimumbai@gmail.com

"Antarlahari'' is a newsletter published
three times in a year. Marathi translations
of Krishnamurti's works, information
about publications & activities of the
Foundation & details about Study Centres
are published in this newsletter for readers
who wish to explore  Krishnamurti's
teachings. Those interested in subscribing
to this newsletter may please send us the
following details: Name, Complete Address,
Tel No. and E-mail

Some websites about Krishnamurti :
www.jkrishnamurti.org
www.kfionline.org
www.kfa.org
www.kfoundation.org
www.kinfonet.org

The annual KFI gathering will be held this

year at the Rishi Valley Education Centre

from 23 to 26 November.

The programmes will consist of talks,

group discussions, video screenings, and

so on, aimed at giving participants an

opportunity to explore existential

questions.

For details contact :
The Office(KFI Gathering Committee),

Rishi Valley Education Centre,

Rishi Valley - 517 352.

Tel: (08571) - 28062, 280582,

Website: www.rishivalley.org

Email: office@rishivalley.org

(If you are using email, please write

'Attention KFI Gathering' as the subject of

your email.)

Hindi gathering at Rajghat - A gathering in
Hindi is being organized by the Rajghat
Education Centre at Varanasi from 9 to 11
November.
For detailed information contact :
The Krishnamurti Centre, Krishnamurti
Foundation India, Rajghat Fort,
Varanasi - 221001.
Email: kcentrevns@gmail.com
Website>: www.j-krishnamurti.org
Tel: ( 0542) - 2441289, 2440453
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